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'The State of the State'
forum to address top issues
Posted Thursday, November 2, 2017 6:39 pm

By Cherise Madigan, Bennington Banner

MANCHESTER — What are the biggest issues facing the state of Vermont?
On Nov. 13, a panel of local leaders will congregate to discuss those issues at the "The State of the
State" forum organized by the Bennington County Republican Party.The meeting takes place at 7 p.m.
in Burr and Burton Academy's Riley Center for the Arts.
Local legislators Cynthia Browning, Linda Joy Sullivan and Brian Keefe will be joined by Manchester
police Chief Michael Hall to discuss current issues in Montpelier and hear input from residents.
"It's very important for the community to really know what's going on in the state, and have it broken
down in simple terms to be as well-informed as they possibly can be," said organizer Carol DuPont.
"Right now, there are struggles going on to balance the budget that we have questions about, and then
we'll go into taxes, education, and opiates."
Throughout the forum, moderated by Andrew McKeever of GNAT-TV, panelists will work to shed light
on these issues from an insider's perspective.
"I just consider it part of my public responsibility to engage on substantive topics of interest to the
community," said Sullivan, a democratic legislator representing Dorset, Danby, Mount Tabor, Peru, and

Landgrove. "The only way we as legislators can gauge how best to serve our communities is to engage
and get feedback from voters — Republican, Democrat, and Progressive."
"The idea is to give people a chance to raise concerns in a non-election year, and in advance of the
second session of the legislature, so that we can take responsible action," added Keefe, a republican
representative for Manchester.
While Manchester's chief of police may seem out of place on a panel full of legislators, Hall hopes to
represent the interests of municipalities impacted by legislative action.
"It would appear that the state legislature is getting more and more into policy setting and operational
concerns, which I think is outside the bounds of legislative duties," he said. "Quite frankly, they're
mandating a lot of things that are essentially becoming a burden to the communities."
Issues relating to the state budget and economy will be prominent in the discussion according to
panelists, and democratic Rep. Cynthia Browning is well prepared for the discussion.
"I'm now on the House Ways and Means Committee, and anything having to do with taxes or fees
comes before this committee," said Browning, who holds a Ph.D. in economics. "This gives me the
ability to have a direct impact on those policy issues."
While Keefe will be providing an update on the progress of the Minimum Wage Study Committee that
he was appointed to this past summer, Sullivan hopes to shed light on economic issues — including
affordable housing, poor cell phone service, and the minimum wage — that are "symptoms of a larger
problem that the State has been unwilling or unable to squarely address."
"There is a need for Vermont to undertake a comprehensive economic development strategy that will
attract Vermont-compatible businesses to the state, and with it greater economic opportunities and
increased prosperity for Vermonters," Sullivan said.
"The question of economic development and the state budget — particularly taxes — those are some of
the issues that people ask me about all of the time," Browning added. "That's one of the reasons that
the State of the State is oriented around those issues."
Panelists urge local citizens to attend the forum, which will provide valuable insight on the issues faced
by the state and how they are being addressed by local leaders.
"I suspect there's a good number of people out there who don't have the time to really keep abreast of
what's going on at the State House," Hall said. "Unfortunately for the people of our state, certain people
are taking advantage of that. I think a forum like this is a good opportunity to let people know what's
really going on."
"There is no prerequisite to attend," Keefe said. "Come with questions, or without, to learn more about
the biggest issues we face in this region and as a state."

According to the legislators, that input is invaluable in their work to represent the region in the State
Legislature.
"These events can often be quite rich and rewarding, because you have multiple perspectives at the
table," Browning said. "This is a chance for people to learn more about what's going on in Montpelier so
that they can make better decisions, and also give us the input we need to represent them."
Reach Cherise Madigan at cmadigan@manchesterjournal.com, or by phone at 802-490-6471.
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If you'd like to leave a comment (or a tip or a question) about this story with the editors, please email
us (mailto:news@benningtonbanner.com). We also welcome letters to the editor for publication; you
can do that by filling out our letters form (https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc8Nc7BNhooSqmw5pJn2cbsUO42ySS5oU9TeAw2j9Yoj2h9g/viewform) and submitting it to the newsroom.
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